**ATOM NEWS**

Screen Education Events
AMBER NELSON

---

**WAR AND MEMORY**

Kokoda: Lost and Found on the Trail
BRAD MCFLAME

The Kokoda Miracle: An Interview with Director Alister Grierson
CYNTHIA KARENA

‘The Nightmare of Their Choice’: Photographic Dispatches from the Front Line
BORIS TRBIC

Promoting Tolerance and Diversity: Paper Clips and the Memory of the Holocaust
BORIS TRBIC

I Know I’m Not Alone: A Middle-Eastern Musical Odyssey
PETER WILSHIRE

---

**FEATURE**

Teaching Football Narratives: How To Survive World Cup Madness and Keep Talking About Film
BORIS TRBIC

---

**THE MEDIUM AND THE MESSAGE**

Big Screen, High Hopes: Bringing Australian Film to School Kids
PETER CASTALDI

Reinventing the Media Classroom: Arguments from Both Sides
JOHN SCHWARTZ

First Person Singular: The Power of Digital Storytelling
GENEVIEVE TUCKER

The International Portable Film Festival
CYNTHIA KARENA

---

**PRIMARY AND MIDDLE YEARS**

Stories of Us: Made with Students, for Students
KATH MCINTYRE

The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe – Study Guide
CHRISTINE EVELY

In Search of Mozart: A Conversation with Writer–Director Phil Grabsky
PETER KRAUSZ

It’s About Time, It’s About Space: Crank TV
CYNTHIA KARENA

Offerings to the God of Speed: The World’s Fastest Indian
SEAN DAMER
TEACHING MEDIA

90 Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Using a Popular Culture Post-modern Text in the Classroom LUCIANO DI GREGORIO

94 Tabloid Current Affairs Programs and the Production of Meaning JESSICA RASCHKE

98 Harnessing the Power of QuickTime JEAN POOLE

FILM AS TEXT

101 Look Both Ways: Seeing is Not Necessarily Believing BRIAN MCFARLANE

107 ‘Sometimes You Need the Help of the Universe’: Run Lola Run CATHERINE WOOD

111 Women Beware Women: Raise the Red Lantern BRIAN MCFARLANE

117 Lantana: The Threat and the Attraction of the Exotic MARGUERITE O’HARA

125 Dancing in the Dark: Personality and Politics in Cabaret RICHARD ARMSTRONG

131 Not All At Easy: Granada TV’s King Lear SUE TWEG

REGULAR FEATURES

136 Screentech

143 Book Reviews

CALL FOR ARTICLES

If you have an activity that has worked well for you in the classroom, please submit it for publication. There is a ‘Style Sheet’ for contributors which is available from our website (BELOW). Submit articles by email as an attachment, in Microsoft Word, and graphics as attachments saved as either photoshop, tiff or jpeg files.
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